Are you clear on the
London Direct Vision
Standard (DVS)?
At Fraikin, we place great emphasis on sharing our knowledge and
expertise, particularly when it comes to new legislation that could have a
huge impact on your commercial vehicle fleet.

What does the Safe System entail?

As part of this process, the DVS was designed for vehicles 12-tonnes and
over to assess and improve driver visibility to protect other road users,
particularly pedestrians, cyclists and those on motorcycles.

Essentially aligned to the Vehicle Safety Equipment requirements
of the FORS Silver accreditation, the DVS Safe System includes the
installation of:
• Class V and VI mirrors or cameras to eliminate blind spots
• A camera monitoring system, including forward, reverse and side
cameras with in-cab monitor
• Near-side proximity sensors with a driver alert
• A left-turn audible alarm to warn vulnerable road users
• Sideguards to reduce the chance of injury to cyclists and pedestrians
• Signage to warn road users of the hazards around the vehicle

When does it come into force?

How will the DVS scheme develop?

Due to Covid-19, the DVS scheme has been pushed back to 1 March 2021.
From that point, all HGVs entering the DVS zone must have at least a onestar rating. This will increase to a three-star minimum from 2024.

The Safe System will be reviewed via public consultation in 2022, taking
into account new technology and innovations. This will become known
as the ‘Progressive Safety System’:
• Vehicles rated up to two stars will be required to meet this new
standard from 2024.
• Vehicles currently rated three stars or above will be granted a 10-year
permit.

What is it?
The Mayor of London’s Vision Zero plan set a target to eliminate all serious
accidents or fatalities on London’s roads by 2041.

Applications for permits have been open since October 2019. If you are
still unsure if your vehicles will be able to enter Greater London, the delay
to the start of the scheme has given you time to rectify this – and here at
Fraikin we can help you with this process.

How does it work?
All HGVs operating inside the DVS zone (generally inside the M25 will
require a DVS safety permit from Transport for London (TfL), or face a
fine of £550 per day. There is no charge for acquiring a permit.
Permits are issued to vehicles on the basis of a 5-star rating system – from
zero, which is poor, through to five, which is excellent. The ratings are
based on the view the driver has of the road around him and the level of
risk the vehicle poses to vulnerable road users.

How do I know my vehicle rating?
You can check vehicle-specific ratings directly with the manufacturer.
Those with a rating of one star or above can apply for a permit now with
no further action required.
If your particular vehicle does not meet the one star minimum
then you will have to take action, implementing a ‘Safe System’ to
improve visibility.

Direct Vision: Good vs Bad

I need to take action, what should I do?
If you are a Fraikin customer,
talk to us today and we can
assist you with acquiring your
vehicle ratings, and if required
implement steps to ensure they
meet the current Safe System.
If you aren’t a current
customer, then we’re also very
happy to have an exploratory
conversation and explain
how we can provide you
with contract hire or rental
solutions to ensure any new
or replacement vehicles in
your fleet are compliant
moving forward.

Use our expertise, because
You Drive, We Care.

